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Fraudulent Texts: Literary Forgeries and Creative Deceptions 

 
Course Description: 
To "forge" something is a creative act, but it also means both "to make" and "to fake." This course will 
be arranged in research clusters that examine several instances of literary forgery â€“ texts that are 
not the creations of their putative authors. Students will be introduced to the "crime" of literary forgery 
in a series of case studies that feature diverse forms of textual masquerade. We will analyze particular 
literary forgeries (some famous, some lesser-known) in tandem with the complex narratives of 
deduction, exposure and defence that frequently surround them. These case studies are eclectic, to say 
the least, and will appeal to students from a variety of historical periods and theoretical approaches. In 
considering forgery as a form of "metaliterature," in which fraudulent literary creations challenge and 
reimagine conventional understandings of authorship, originality, and literary value, students will 
contemplate many vexed theoretical issues that literary forgeries generate. Such issues include 
changing notions of intellectual property; the book's materiality and its susceptibility to forensic 
scrutiny; the anxieties that attend the instability of literary canons; and the role played by the 
marketplace in the demand for rare books and manuscripts. How, we will ask, do forgeries exploit 
nostalgic fantasies and cultural desires for "rediscovered" works by famous authors (such as 
Shakespeare) and how do they introduce hitherto unknown figures from an imagined literary past 
(such as Chatterton's Thomas Rowley)? And finally, how can forgeries help us to interrogate the nature 
of creativity itself? 

We will work closely with UBC Library's Rare Books and Special Collections, where students will 
encounter rare printed and manuscript forgeries along with documents that denounce their fraudulence 
or defend their veracity. Students will gain hands-on experience in archival research, as our collections 
include numerous examples of literary forgery over the past 300 years. Case studies could include the 
supposedly ancient "Ossian" epics contrived by eighteenth-century forger James Macpherson, the 
Shakespeare forgeries of William Henry Ireland, the pseudo-medieval "Rowley" poems attributed by 
Thomas Chatterton to a fictional fifteenth-century monk, the Thomas J. Wise collection (named for the 
notorious Victorian forger and creator of unique "first editions"), and materials relating to forgeries of 
Oscar Wilde from the Colbeck collection of Victorian and early twentieth-century literature. This course 
will include workshops on physical bibliography and book history, with an emphasis on the materiality 
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of print. Evaluation will be based on seminar presentations, informed and active participation, and on a 
final research paper. 

In addition to the materials mentioned above, further readings will include criticism, theory, and 
popular accounts of literary forgery by D. F. McKenzie, K. K. Ruthven, Nick Groom, John Carter and 
Graham Pollard, Paul K. Saint-Amour, Robert Macfarlane, Richard Landon, and others. 

 


